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WHY CHOOSE A LUXURY COMPOSITE DOOR?
A composite door is designed with a wealth of practical benefi ts in mind to ensure an entrance 
that will last many years and perform to the highest of standards. When it comes to choosing your 
door  we pride ourselves on being able to off er the very latest styles, colours and enhancements 
to each  of our doorsets. So what can we off er?  

• Our modern materials ensure a door that will 
look good for years to come.
• Each door is made from a GRP outer skin that 
only requires the occasional wipe with a damp 
cloth.

Good looks that stand the test of time

• Multi point Locks are fi tted as standard for
total piece of mind.
• Durable outer GRP skin provides a durable 
barrier.
• Proven to PAS 24 security standard, essential 
for achieving the endorsement of secured by 
design.

Enhanced security

Our door exceeds approved Document L
of the Building Regulations requirements.

Good looks that stand the test of time

• Our doors keep the elements fi rmly shut out-
side and keep you safe and warm inside.
• Weather performance proven to BS6375-1 
Classifi cation, for weather tightness, air,
wind and water.

Weatherproof

• A high performance insulated core reduces 
unwanted external noise.
• The doors meet at least Outdoor - Indoor 
Transmission Class (OITC): 26db.
• At least Sound Transmission Class (STC): 29db.

Designed for a peaceful life

• Every door is an impressive 44mm thick
and made from highly durable materials.
• Due to their construction they will not warp
or bow like some timber doors.

Quality materials
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Grace ArchA

Duo DiamondB GraceC Westminster BlackD

DUAL GLAZED



CUTTING 
EDGE LOOKS
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MODERN 
MUTED 

COLOURS
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EdgeA TrilineB Trio DiamondC

NebulaD

DUAL GLAZED
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DecoA

NordicB OasisC SycamoreD

DUAL GLAZED



CREATIVE 
FINISH
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CONTEMPORARY 
DESIGN
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KnightsbridgeA MilanB RadianceC

SphereD

DUAL GLAZED
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GlacierA

InfinityB OrbC TateD

DUAL GLAZED



VIRTUALLY 
MAINTENANCE 

FREE
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TRADITIONAL 
& REFINED
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CameoA

Aurora

B IceCCrystal

D

DUAL GLAZED
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NordicA

GlacierB CameoC GraceD

HALF GLAZED



THE PERFECT 
WELCOME 

HOME
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TRADITIONAL 
& REFINED
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CrystalA InfinityB Enclosed Mini BlindC

TateD

HALF GLAZED
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ParisA

CameoB GraceC

HALF GLAZED 
ARCH

TateD



STRONG & 
ROBUST
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 MODERN 
STYLE
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NordicA MatrixB GlacierC

TrilineD

MODERN LONG
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MidnightA

MODERN LONG

SphereB Triline – 203 X 1219C VortexD



PURE 
REFINEMENT
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ULTIMATE 
SOPHISTICATION
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Trio DiamondA DecoB TateC

NordicD

MODERN LONG
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Duo DiamondA

HALF MOON & 
MIDS

OasisB ChristieC CameoD



LUXURIOUS 
& ELEGANT
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CLEAN, 
STYLISH FINISH
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GlacierA Daventry BlackB GraceC

MajesticD

DUAL GLAZED
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MilanA

HALF MOON & 
MIDS

TateB SaturnC Etched StarD



MAKING A 
STATEMENT
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SUBLIME 
GLAZING OPTIONS
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CameoA Duo Diamond B GraceC

OasisD

SMALL TOP & 
MIDS
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ChristieA

SMALL TOP & 
MIDS

DaventryB GlacierC MajesticD



TRADITIONAL 
FLAIR
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CONTEMPORARY 
LIVING
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MilanA Duo DiamondB GlacierC

BullionD

MODERN 
QUARTET
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EdgeA

MODERN 
QUARTET

TrilineB CrescentC NordicD



ULTRA-
MODERN
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SAFE AND 
SECURE
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EdgeA CameoB OasisC

GlacierD

TRADITIONAL 
ARCH
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OasisA

MODERN 
SELECTION

BullionB CameoC GlacierD



A MODERN 
TWIST
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SAFE AND 
SECURE
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Milan – Modern 1A Glacier – Modern 2B Aurora – Modern 3C

Trio Diamond – Modern 4D

MODERN 
SELECTION
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TateA

MODERN 
SELECTION

CameoB Trio DiamondC GlacierD



IMPOSING 
GREAT LOOKS
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DECORATIVE 
GLASS
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Christie

This Abstract design is very 
simple yet extremely effective.  
Offset diamond clear crystal cut 
bevels, framed with zinc came are 
surrounded with a stipple textured 
glass. The stipple finish again lends 
itself well to be complimented 
with stipple sidelights or top lights 
when required.

Strikingly modern the ‘Crescent’ is 
a bespoke model which combines 
an etched finish with a graduated 
clear motif.  The design is 
encapsulated within the insulated 
unit to ensure its good looks are 
well protected for many years to 
come.

Crescent  

A classic bevel cluster which 
refracts light beautifully.  
This crystal cut effect runs 
throughout most of the 
length of the panel creating 
a dramatic finish.  The bevels 
are laced with an embossed 
texture to offer moderate 
levels of privacy.

‘Daventry’ uses new 
ground-breaking patented 
decorative glass technology to 
replicate ornate and detailed cut 
glass.  Each design has a fused 
glass tile as a centrepiece with 
the overall design being heavily 
embossed to provide high levels 
of privacy.

This linear design combining a 
satin effect backing glass and 
clear lines offersa look of the ut-
most sophistication.  Visually this 
style is very clean and crisp.

 This well-known design is simple 
and elegant working very well both 
in traditional and contemporary 
properties.  As with the ‘Deco’ 
model this glass combines a satin 
effect backing with clear dividing 
lines.

Crystal Daventry Deco   Edge

Bullion

Deeply carved rings refract 
the light with stunning effect.  
Unlike traditional bullions 
these opulent grooves are 
encapsulated within the 
insulated glass unit for ease of 
cleaning.

An extremely popular option 
‘Cameo’ is a triple glazed 
decorative panel featuring crystal 
cut glass bevels. Backing textures 
have been carefully selected to 
compliment well some of the most 
popular backing glasses used in 
side panels or top lights.

Cameo

Etched Star

A clear starburst centre piece 
graces this refined classic frosted 
design which is encompassed 
within a clean outer border.  

Aurora

‘Aurora’ is a contemporary 
satin design with clear 
sweeping lines. Its elliptical 
shape offers a very smart 
and unique look.
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Knightsbridge

Another design that uses our 
patented glass technology 
‘Knightsbridge’ features a 
graceful clear centre bevel 
cluster with a highly obscure 
backing texture.  This option 
is understated yet particularly 
stylish.

‘Matrix’ is a bold modern glazing 
with a satin / etch effect backing 
glass and dramatic intersecting 
clear lines.  It is a prefect choice 
for those loving the contemporary 
lifestyle.

Matrix

Available just in our modern 
long door ‘Midnight’ has a 
detailed etched backing design 
embellished with thick high-
quality kiln formed black tiles. 
Sleek, modern and a real asset to 
any home.

This triple glazed model couples’ 
clear geometric bevels with 
a distinctive reeded backing 
texture. Instantly recognisable 
from its contemporary looks 
‘Milan’ really offers something 
special for those wanting to 
stand out from the crowd.

This very clean option has a 
brilliant-cut bevel to its outer face 
with a very smooth sandblasted 
surrounding backing glass.  The 
sandblast highlights particular well 
the deeply grooved clear channels.

A wonderful traditional stained-
glass design with the modern 
twist of being triple glazed. This 
vibrant model combines colourful 
antique look cut glass with aged 
black came.  Ideal for period and 
character properties.

Midnight Milan Nordic Oasis

This much-loved option offers 
obscurity through it’s frosted 
centre yet the ability to easily 
view out of the home through 
the clear outer border.  

Glacier

This lavish triple glazed bevel 
cluster features crystal cut glue 
chip bevels, zinc came and a 
hammered effect backing glass.  
It is a real statement piece and 
available in most door options.

‘Ice’ is another exclusive 
decorative glass that is only 
available here. Three large 
diamond bevels are surrounded 
by a highly detailed pencil 
border. The design will shimmer 
and refract in natural light to 
offer a highly desirable look. 

This fused tile effect has become 
increasingly popular over recent 
years but is not often combined 
with a triple glazed panel.  The black 
tile effect motif is combined with 
black came and a stipple backing 
glass all encapsulated between 
two panes of flat toughened safety 
glass.

Grace Ice  Infinity
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DECORATIVE 
GLASS
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Trio Diamond

A classic by design ‘Trio Diamond’ 
is characterised by its distinctive 
diamond cut bevels with brilliant 
cut starbursts to their centre.  
Triple glazed with zinc came and 
glue chip backing.

An original bevel cut cluster with 
a variety of embossed backing 
films has a kiln formed tile as it’s 
centrepiece. The most popular 
glass tiles have a black and clear 
finish, but other colour options 
are available upon request.

WestminsterTriline

Ultra-modern triple 
glazing with amazing laser 
cut polished stainless-
steel inserts. ‘Triline’ is a 
real showstopper and is 
aesthetically stunning. A 
‘must see’ product.

Orb

A very detailed design with satin 
effect backing glass, clear lines and 
crystal cut square bevels which sit 
proud to the external face of the 
glass. This option is currently just 
available in our dual glazed door.

The ‘Paris’ is a very luxurious cut 
bevel design with many intricate 
bevels forming an extremely 
impressive overall cluster. At 
the very heart of the design is a 
brilliant cut star.

Paris

A real one-of-a-kind design with 
three curved clear lines within 
the etched background. ‘Saturn’ 
has a modern look and offers 
real curb appeal.

‘Sphere’ provides great 
individuality and style with it’s 
bespoke look. Abstract spheres 
and crisp clear lines achieve 
a desirable look which is truly 
unique.

This age-old classic combines a 
well-known central bevel cluster, 
zinc came and glue chip.  In 
addition, a stipple backing texture 
provides a great contrast to the 
elliptical sections.  The panel is 
triple glazed.

Triple glazed decorative design 
at its very best!  Black came, cut 
hammered and stipple backing 
textures give a lovely, graceful look.  
Due to high demand this choice is 
featured in most door styles.

Saturn Sphere Sycamore

Tate
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400 mm inline round handle back
to back with fi xing kit
300 mm centre fi xing
Product Code: M001911

600 mm inline round handle back 
to back with fixing kit 
400 mm centre fixing
Product Code: M002293

900 mm inline round
back to back
700 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M001913

ROUND INLINE

1200 mm inline round
back to back
1000 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M001851

1500 mm inline round back to
back 1300 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M001915

1800 mm inline round back to back
1630 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M002048
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1200 mm offset round
back to back
1000 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M001917

1200 mm offset
round single
1000 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M002291

single handed face fixing 
for solid doors

single through fixing

through through fixing 
cross section

ROUND OFFSET

600 mm offset round handle 
back to back with fi xing kit
400 mm centre fi xing
Product Code: M002293

600 mm offset round handle
single with fi xing kit
400 mm centre fi xing
Product Code: M002292
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316 PULL HANDLES
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Modern Quartet Right 
Flush With Stainless Steel 
Bow Bar Handle Shown 
With Crescent Glass

BModern Curve Right With 
Stainless Steel Bow Handle 
Shown With Glacier Glass

A

316 PULL 
HANDLES

Bow handle
558mm back to back
500mm fixing points 
Product Code: 
M002230

D handle round 330mm
back to back
300mm fixing points
Product Code: M002229

V handle round 330mm
back to back
300mm fixing points
Product Code: M002228
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

To maintain the good looks of any grade 
of stainless-steel handle or accessory 
routine maintenance is required.  A care 
label is securely fastened to each handle 
and should be left as information for the 
homeowner after insulation. Cleaning kits 
and greater detail on maintenance are 
available on request.  We recommend 
a maintenance guide is provided to all 
fitters and end users with any sale.   

400 mm inline rectangular
back to back
300 mm fi xing points
Product Code: M001912

900 mm inline rectangular
back to back
700 mm fi xing points
Product Code : M001914

1500 mm inline square
back to back
1300 mm fi xing points
Product Code : M001916

RECTANGULAR

MAIN PART 1

MAIN PART 2

BEVEL RING - MODEL NUMBER: M002300

LOCKING NUT - MODEL NUMBER: M002297

CLEAR GASKET - MODEL NUMBER: M002299

SPACER RING - MODEL NUMBER: M002301

                              - MODEL NUMBER: M002295

SCREW CHAMBER 
CLAMPING SCREWS - MODEL NUMBER: M002301

*additional

offset black handle gasket - MODEL NUMBER: M002296

PART DESCRIPTIONITEM 
NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

Escutcheon

Back to Back Offset Handle full replacement fixing kit

MODEL NUMBER: M002050

MODEL NUMBER: M002412

Single Handle Fixing Kit
MODEL NUMBER: M002068

clamping screw

HANDLE 
FIXING SCREWS
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